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Read the following passage
Of all flying Creatures butterflies are perhaps the most beauti-

ful. They have such brightly coloured wings. If you look at the
wings through a magnifying glass. You will see that they are
covered by tiny scale. It is these scales which have colour. With-
out these scale. the wings would be transparent. the colours.
without on the wings form very interesting patterns look at the
butterflies in your gradern. You will notice that many of them
have large, black circles on their wings which look like eyes.

These ‘eyes are very useful. They confuse an enemy a bird or
a lizard which is trying to catch a butterfly attracks the ‘eyes’ but
all that it gets is a bit of wing. The butterfly escapes unharmed. If
you look arrond you may see a butterfly with the ‘eye’ on one its
wings missing. Then you may sure that the butterfly has been
attacked and has sucessfully escaped.

Butterflies are usually found near flowers. Using their long
tongues they drink nectar from the flower.

71. The scale on the butterfly’s wings can be seen
1. with the naked eye 2. through a colorful glass
3. through a mganifying glass 4. none

72. The wings of a butterfly would be transparent
1. with colourful scales     2. with scales which have colour
3. with scales 4. all

73. Some butterflies have on their wings
1. eye-like patterns 2. eye-patterns
3. eye-scales 4 1 & 3

74. A butterfly drinks nectar from the flowers
1. using its scales 2. using its tongue
3. using its feelers 4. none
75-78. Choose the most appropriate one word substitutes
for the following

75. One who hates women
1. mercenary 2. misognist 3. monogamy 4. mentalist

76. A position for which no salary is paid
1. theist 2. spendthrift 3. honorary 4. fatlist

77. One who is present every where
1. omnipresent   2. ambiguour 3. teetotaler 4. none

78. A person who knows many languages
1. linguist 2. grammarian   3. bilingual 4. polyglot
79-86 Choose the suitable question tags.

79. Iam right , ..........?
1. am I 2. amn’t I 3. aren’t I 4. none

80. Let’s go to the park, ...........?
1. shall we 2. will we 3. can we 4. may we

81. Wait a minute, ............... ?
1. will you 2. shall you 3. can you 4. may you

82. Somebody has called, ............?
1. hasn’t he / she 2. haven’t they
3. have they 4. has he / she

83. She hardly played, ...............?
1. didn’t she 2. did she 3. does she 4. would she

84. Nobody phoned , ..........?
1. did they 2. didn’t they 3. do they     4. would n’t they

85. I think he is Norwegian, ............?
1. don’t I 2. do he 3. am I 4. isn’t he

86. I suppose you aren’t hungry, ...........?
1. are you 2. aren’t I 3. don’t I 4. aren’t you
87-90 Choose the suitable supnonyms for the following.

87. Enormous, huge, large and immense are synonyms of
1. long 2. big 3. recite 4. definite

88. Open, disclose, reveal, divulge and venture are synonyms of
1. expose 2. veil 3. uncover 4. enclose
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89. Mass, Mob, Crowd, band, herd and flock are synonyms of
1. group 2. companies 3. throng 4. none

90. Proper, flourish, get on, attain and achieve are synonyms of
1. ruin 2. deprive 3. win 4. thrive
91-94 choose the suitable antonyms

91. devout :
1. Idolistic 2. Idolize 3. Idolatry 4. none

 92. Realistic :
1. pragmatic 2. rational 3. sensible 4. whimsical

93. Gleaned :
1. spoil 2. scattered 3. reaped 4. discov-

ered
94. Fabulous :

1. violin 2. honesty 3. ordinary 4. usual
95. Which one of the following is very effective in modifying one’s

teaching behaviour ?
1. macro - teaching 2. micro teacing
3. orendital teaching 4. none

96. A map of the book is called
1. period - plan 2. lesson plan 3. year plan 4. unit - plan

97. Planning a lesson enables the teacher
1. where to teach 2. how to teach
3. when to teach 4. what to teach & how to

teach
98. .......... are mainly helpful to test listening and reading

1. short answer type questions 2. essay type questions
3. gap filling items 4. multiple choice items

99. .......... aim at assessing the learning of the learner
1. proficiency tests 2. achievement tests
3. diagonistic tests 4. none

100. The logic is a test on prose is a test on
1. communicative compentence
2. communicative performance
3. linguistic competence 4. all
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 4 51 3 101 3 151 4
2 2 52 4 102 2 152 1
3 2 53 3 103 4 153 1
4 3 54 4 104 1 154 4
5 2 55 3 105 3 155 1
6 3 56 2 106 1 156 2
7 2 57 2 107 3 157 1
8 3 58 3 108 3 158 3
9 4 59 1 109 2 159 2

10 2 60 3 110 1 160 1
11 2 61 3 111 3 161 3
12 1 62 4 112 2 162 1
13 1 63 2 113 3 163 1
14 4 64 3 114 3 164 4
15 3 65 4 115 2 165 1
16 1 66 1 116 1 166 2
17 2 67 2 117 2 167 2
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17 2 67 2 117 2 167 2
18 4 68 1 118 3 168 1
19 3 69 1 119 3 169 1
20 3 70 1 120 4 170 4
21 1 71 3 121 4 171 1
22 2 72 2 122 4 172 1
23 1 73 1 123 3 173 4
24 2 74 2 124 3 174 2
25 1 75 2 125 2 175 1
26 1 76 3 126 2 176 4
27 4 77 1 127 2 177 1
28 4 78 4 128 1 178 1
29 2 79 3 129 3 179 2
30 1 80 1 130 2 180 3
31 3 81 3 131 1 181 1
32 3 82 2 132 2 182 1
33 2 83 2 133 1 183 1
34 3 84 1 134 2 184 1
35 4 85 4 135 2 185 3
36 3 86 1 136 2 186 4
37 2 87 2 137 4 187 2
38 4 88 1 138 3 188 1
39 4 89 3 139 2 189 4
40 2 90 4 140 1 190 440 2 90 4 140 1 190 4
41 1 91 1 141 1 191 4
42 3 92 4 142 2 192 2
43 2 93 2 143 3 193 2
44 1 94 3 144 4 194 2
45 3 95 2 145 3 195 2
46 2 96 3 146 1 196 2
47 1 97 4 147 1 197 1
48 4 98 1 148 1 198 1
49 2 99 2 149 2 199 1
50 4 100 3 150 2 200 1


